
How Clock, Bell, and Paging Systems Keep Businesses Like 

Yours Connected, Productive, and Profitable

Make Business-Wide Announcements

Never settle for garbled or unclear messaging when advances in paging system technology 
can deliver crisp, clear audio. From the warehouse to the sales floor to the office, your  

paging reminders and staff communications deserve clarity and on-time delivery.

Stay on Schedule Each Day
Clock, bell, and paging reminders or communications keep you and your employees on the 
same page. Synchronized clocks, bells, and paging systems allow you to keep your routines 
running smoothly each day. Leverage these powerful systems to maximize your business’s 

productivity and profitability. 

Get Ahead of Emergency Situations with Fast-Acting  
Mass Communication

Your business paging system, bell system, or clock screens can provide critical notifications 
in emergencies like flash floods, hurricanes, tornadoes, or intruder events. Integration 

allows systems to work together to reduce the potential for human error and share  
potentially life-saving information swiftly.

Enhance Productivity and Foster Company Culture 
Leverage your bell, clock, and paging technologies to instill accountability and  

productivity. Furthermore, signal business values and cultivate company culture  
in addition to relaying important scheduling and emergency notifications  

using these multifaceted communications tools.

Paging, Bell, & Clock Systems for Business
From paging systems for your warehouses to time clock systems for your 

small business, integrating your paging, bell, and clock systems can help your 
organization run smoothly and communicate effectively.
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Crystal-Clear Business Paging, Bell, & Clock Solutions  
That Go above and Beyond

The right solution is one that’s tailored to your organization’s unique needs. Select a system that  
can be programmed with customized automated announcements. Solutions that add the most value 

to organizations integrate seamlessly with other technology systems so you can maintain  
communication and safety throughout your business’s entire technology infrastructure. 

Emergency Communication When It Matters Most
Well-integrated paging, clock, and bell systems help you communicate during a variety of  

emergency situations. When your systems work in harmony, you reduce the chance of human  
error when time is of the essence and increase the probability of a positive resolution.

Synchronized Clocks for Punctuality and Notifications
Modern clocks with high-resolution digital screens keep your business running on time and share key 
notifications. Bell and clock systems can keep your team on schedule and productive throughout the 

workday, and share important announcements that may deviate from the typical day’s agenda.

To learn more about  

Paging, Bells and Clocks,  

scan the QR Code:

Eastern DataComm Puts the Power of Effective Business  
Paging, Bell, and Clock Solutions in Your Hands

To learn more, schedule a Complimentary Consultation today. We’ll provide you insight 
on the technology solutions that will keep your company connected and protected. 
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